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Message from the General Manager

1

As PetroAlliance’s new General Manager, I plan to build on our already excellent 
reputation by developing our in-house expertise.

Upon joining the team I was extremely pleased to find that we had established 
fantastic relationships with all of our clients. This is one of the company’s main 
principles, and this will always remain a major focus.

The oil & gas industry is enjoying a period of stability following difficult years in the 
region, and we believe we are well placed to contribute towards the success of the 
oil companies, and thereby the region’s prosperity.

PetroAlliance is open for business and looks forward to busy 2023 .

Sevar Dleir
General Manager
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About Us

PetroAlliance (PA) is a locally-owned Oil & Gas service company from the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. 
Our main services include Remote-Camp Integrated Life Support and Maintenance, In-City Integrated 
Life Support and Maintenance, General Procurement, Civil Works and Supply of Manpower and 
Machinery.

Established in 2013, PA has provided services to some of the biggest companies in the Region, 
namely, Chevron and ExxonMobil. In our first two years, PA experienced significant growth, and by 
2014 had employed over 100 members of staff.

We are head quartered in Erbil, where we also manage warehouse of fast moving consumable goods 
for our clients. Additionally PA has a support office in the city of Dohuk and a yard in Bardarash.

PA has an unparalleled understanding of the local market in the region, and whether a client is looking 
for equipment or services, we believe that through our local network of suppliers and manpower, we 
can deliver quality, cost-effective and timely solutions.

Despite the challenging circumstances in our Region since 2013, PA has continued to grow exceeding 
all forecasts and expectations and has achieved continuous year on year growth since the company’s 
establishment. PA has and will continue to grow its network and clients in the KRI and develop existing 
and new business lines in order to solidify its position in the market as a fast-growing leading service 
provider for the Oil & Gas Industry in the Kurdistan Region.
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Mission Statement

Our mission is to become a determined and flexible organization, always ready to 
innovate and find solutions for our valued clients. It is our drive and dedication that make 
PA. No matter what the client’s requirement, our committed and hardworking team will 
find a solution. From the management down, a ‘satisfy at all costs’ ethos is inbred into the 
company, as we look to establish long-term relationships with all of our clients.

It is our vision to see PA become a respected and esteemed regional oil services 
company, recognized for unparalleled expertise, execution, and client service. We hope 
to establish ourselves as a reliable and trusted partner of the oil and gas industry in the 
Kurdistan Region, and hope to develop the types of expertise, through partnerships with 
international service companies, that we can export to the rest of the Middle East & North 
Africa.

In striving to achieve our long-term objectives, we will do our utmost to never compromise 
the well-being of communities we work in, and shall without exception, protect the 
environment in which they live, and do our best to ensure that the people within these 
communities are benefitting economically from our presence, through good local 
employment and procurement practices.

Through our core values of integrity & honesty, communication & responsiveness, 
responsibility & accountability and flexibility & understanding, we aim to deliver a quality, 
cost-effective and timely service, without fail, each and every time.
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Statement of Commitment to 
Localisation

PetroAlliance (PA) declares its commitment to maximizing local content in its operations  
through the employment of local personnel and sourcing of materials from surrounding  
communities. PA will begin each new contract by, in cooperation with the client oil  
company, surveying local communities for manpower, services and supplies. Where  
available locally, such resources shall be employed for the duration of the contract 
within the local community will be done as well as ensuring that these items match with 
Regards to Procurement, PA will always make sure that any items that can be procured  
the required  standards and are competitively priced .

PA understands the difficulties both service and oil companies face in their daily 
operations  when local communities feel excluded. Sustainability and continuity in 
operations comes hand in  hand with local engagement, and implemented correctly, it is 
a win-win for all stakeholders.

Sevar Dleir
General Manager
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Our Services
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Integrated Life Support 
& Maintenance Services

Civil Works

Supply of Manpower & Machinery

Heat Exchanger Services

Tank Cleaning

Water & Wastewater Treatment Solutions

Oil Sludge Treatment

Spill Response

Rehabilitation Of Contamined Sites

Procurement

Your local oil & gas partner
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As PA’s core service, we continue to excel in providing Remote-Camp Life Support and 
Maintenance Services, and through a number of completed and on-going contracts, 
consider ourselves to be one of the most competent local providers of such services in 
the Kurdistan Region.

Generally, market conditions in the Kurdistan Region have been robust and activity in the 
oil and gas sector has been plentiful with the recent increase in Oilfi elds Development. 
The growing number of active blocks in the Kurdistan Region has led to signifi cant 
demand for PA’s remote-camp life support and maintenance services.

     

      Catering Services                                                        Camp Management

      Camp & Field Maintenance Services                          Pest Control Services

      Procurement & Inventory Management

      Housekeeping & Laundry Services

      Landscaping & Janitorial Services

      Fuel & Water Supply Services

      Logistics & Machinery Rental

      Small Civil Works
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Integrated Life Support & 
Maintenance Services

We are ISO 22000 
certified
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Integrated Life Support & 
Maintenance Services

The growing number of active blocks in the Kurdistan Region led to a steady rise in the 
number of foreign companies, resulting in a growing demand for PA’s In-City Life Support 
and Maintenance Services. PA maintains a team of housekeepers and maintenance 
technicians in-city, and is able to provide an effi cient and cost effective service to clients.

Within this business division, services include Housing & Offi ce Maintenance, Housing 
& Offi ce Catering, Housekeeping & Laundry, Pest Control, Vehicle Maintenance.

      Housing & Office Maintenance

      Housing & Office Catering

      Housing & Office Small Renovation Works 

      Housekeeping, Laundry & Janitorial Services

      Vehicle Maintenance

      IT Services

IIntegrated Life Support & 
Maintenance Services
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PA has managed to establish an extremely effective procurement network across 
Kurdistan and the wider region, and is able to source goods and materials effi ciently 
and at competitive prices. PA also maintains a warehouse of goods, for faster delivery 
times.

PA’s procurement network is aimed at IOC requirements, and the warehouse is 
stocked with goods that are commonly needed by all IOCs, such as Computers 
& Electrical Equipment, Health, Security, Safety & Environment Equipment, Fuel & 
Vehicles, Food & Groceries, Construction Machinery & Materials, Home & Offi ce 
Furniture & Supplies, Cabins, Camp Utilities & Supplies and Maintenance Tools & 
Consumables.

       Computers & Electrical Equipment

       Health, Security, Safety & Environment Equipment

       Fuel & Vehicles

       Food & Grocery Store

       Construction Machinery & Materials

       Home & Office Furniture & Supplies

       Cabins, Camp Utilities & Supplies

       Maintenance Tools & Consumables

Procurement Services
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Our fi rst contract in the Kurdistan Region was to provide the construction, supply and 
installation of a remote-camp site. PA has focused on developing and adding new bu-
si-ness lines that are complimentary to existing ones, allowing for the execution of tur-
nkey camp construction and management projects over the extended lifecycle of the 
camp.

We provide Site Preparation, Construction and Supply & Installation of camps, and also 
provide necessary management to ensure client requirements are met in the areas of 
cost/time management and QHSE assurance. Our services include Site Preparation 
(Earthwork, Excavation, Compaction), Construction (Foundations, Roads, Sidewalks), 
Camp Supply and Installation (Containers & Cabins for Accommodation, Kitchen, Laun-
dry) Network Supply and Installation (Electrical, Water, Sewage).

      Camp Construction

      Project Management

      QA/QC

Civil Works
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As a leading local service provider company, PA understands the needs and stan-
dards of the IOCs and has a strong knowledge of the local business landscape. Our 
local knowledge enables PA to locate and negotiate local labour and equipment at the 
most competitive prices.

Our Supply of Manpower covers Project Management Personnel, Site Supervisory, 
Engineers, QHSE, Specialised Technicians, Housekeeping & Laundry and General 
Labour.

Our Supply of light and Heavy Equipment covers areas including but not limited to: 
Earthwork, Lifting, Transportation, Power Supply, Water & Sewage and Recreational & 
Motor Vehicles.

      

      Healthy, Safety & Environmental Risk Management

      Quality Assurance & Control

      Budget Planning & Cost Control

      Time Management & Scheduling

      Local Content Development

      Client Reporting

      Subcontractor Management

Supply of Manpower and Machinery
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Heat Exchanger Maintenance Re-Tubing Service
Degraded heat exchanger performance from fouling or aging, results in extra opera-
ting and energy costs to compensate for gaps in the target temperature. Cleaning and 
maintenance of heat exchangers is therefore important to keeping systems running 
efficiently. Regular maintenance ensures equipment is in working condition and helps 
prevent emergency repairs. The cost of cleaning a heat exchanger is small compared 
to the cost of lost production should a heat exchanger require an unscheduled shut-
down.

PA has both the experience and know how to successfully offer heat exchanger ser-
vices. We have developed procedures that enable us to efficiently and safely execute 
these services with regards to maintaining our equipment, ensuring adequate PPE is 
available and maintained, carrying out the work, and getting timely and accurate feed-
back to clients in the form of documented reporting.

Before you replace costly equipment, talk to one of our Specialists about our 
cost-effective retubing and rebuilding services. In most cases, on-site retubing can be 
done in just a few weeks. Following a thorough examination of your equipment, our 
engineers will provide a comprehensive report regarding the reasons for previous tube 
failures along with recommendations for corrective action.

Heat Exchanger Services
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Degraded heat exchanger performance from fouling or aging, results in extra operaEn-
suring storage tanks are always clean of debris and sludge is critical for the smooth on 
site operations of our clients. You can count on our highly-skilled personnel and equip-
ment to clean your tanks safely and efficiently. Our services always ensure the highest 
level of confined space entry requirements to ensure any job is done safely.

We have made sure that we can cover all the different scope of works with regards to 
tank cleaning as well as efficient response time, documented reports and pictures.

Manual Tank Cleaning
We provide Manual cleaning services with specialized personnel using appropriate 
PPE and implementing strict safety measures. Manual tank cleaning represents the 
first stage of tank interior inspection, or it can be performed prior to non destructive 
test.

Semi-Automatic Tank Cleaning 
Our Semi-Automatic Tank Cleaning service relies on a remote-controlled truck-based 
vehicle which is equipped with a cleaning cannon and a video camera. Live video of 
inside the tank is sent to the operator giving directions for orientation and supervision 
which optimizes performance.

Tank Cleaning 
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Industrial Cleaning
High-pressure cleaning, vacuum cleaning, and/or chemical cleaning  of all industrial 
equipment using a variety of processes adapted to the situation, including adequate 
pre job planning by our in-house team of specialists in conjunction with plant mana-
gers/production managers.

Main Service Objectives:

      Care and attention to clean without interrupting production

      Time and flexibility to clean quickly around production schedules

      Disposal/recovery of the generated waste in industrial cleaning processes

Shut Down Management & Maintenance
We understand the importance of identifying and developing plans to reduce risks to 
quality, costs and schedule when maintenance is required on certain equipment. Plan-
ning and executing the start-up in line with client expectations, close-out and compi-
ling the lessons learned that can be shared with the client.

Industrial Cleaning & Maintenance
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We understand the importance of effective water and wastewater treatment solutions 
for the oil and gas industry as well as other major projects (Housing developments, 
airports, Hospitals, etc.) PA Consulting is able to understand your requirements, offer 
adequate solutions, and implement the required infrastructure.

We have a long history of supplying and maintaining water and wastewater treatment 
solutions for various clients in the oil and gas industry. Our experience covers reverse 
osmosis treatment units and STP’s for oil and gas companies.

In all cases, we are able to execute the following steps:

     Feasibility Studies

     Design

     Production

     Delivery

     Installation and commissioning

     Operation & Maintenance

We are also able to intervene on existing equipment to ensure equipment integrity 
and longevity.

Water & Wastewater Treatment Solutions 
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As part of our environmental services, oil sludge treatment is an important element. 
Constantly ensuring that our service is in line with local regulations has allowed us to 
become a reliable service provider in this field.

     Effective and efficient intervention.                     Treatment of sludge from:

     Efficient design and right choice of chemical.           Pits, lagoons, impoundments

     Mobilization to any remote location.                          API separators

     Trained and experienced teams.                               Oily water discharges

     Entire cycle of operations within the project.             Tank cleaning sludges

     Mobile installations that can be relocated easily.

Our inhouse know-how for treatment or disposal of sludge include:

     Dewatering

     Incineration

     Stabilisation

Oil Sludge Treatment
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Each operation has its own specific spill risks that are considered a potential environ-
mental hazard. Mitigation measures put in place by clients ensure that the risk of spills 
are minimal.

Nevertheless, accidents do happen, and when they do, clients require a swift reaction 
to minimize the damage. PA has the required equipment and know how on hand to 
immediately respond to any clients requiring such a service. Our specialists will res-
pond immediately and activate our teams to the required location as well as maintain 
constant communication with clients.

Spill Response 
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An essential element to our environmental services is pit remediation. Our capabilities 
include the full cycle planning and execution of the various steps for site rehabilitation. 
Soil remediation is a complex process which requires careful planning and identifica-
tion of the optimal procedure depending on the specific situation. Remediation can be 
done on-site or off-site and is adaptable to every type of contamination.

We have executed pit remediations for several clients in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq 
and over the years have established efficient procedures to ensure that there is no 
negative impact to the environment.

Procedures include:

      Soil washing

      Stabilisation

      Time and flexibility to clean quickly around production schedules

      Bioremediation

      Ecological restoration

Rehabilitation of Contaminated Sites
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Past & Present Major Projects

Remote Integrated Life Support 
and Maintenance Services 

Completed:
Afren Mena Limited – Provision of Catering, Housekeeping and Maintenan-
ce Services (Barda Rash Block)
Oryx Petroleum – Provision of Catering, Housekeeping and Maintenance 
Services (Hawler Block, Security Camp)
ExxonMobil – Provision of OPF Camp Maintenance and Housekeeping 
Services (Pirmam)
Genel Energy – Supply of Integrated Life Support Services (Catering & 
Housekeeping) for Sarta Block (Sarta)

On-going:
Oryx Petroleum – Provision of Catering, Housekeeping and Maintenance 
Services (Hawler Block, Main Camp)
Chevron – Provision of General Field Maintenance Services (Rovi/Sarta 
Blocks) TAQA – Provision of Generator Maintenance Services
Genel Energy – Provision of General Field Maintenance Services (Sarta
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Past & Present Major Projects

In-City Life Support and Maintenance Services

Completed:
Taqa Global – Provision of Housekeeping & Laundry Services (Erbil)
Chevron Iraq – Provision of Janitorial, Housekeeping & Laundry Servi-
ces
British International School – Provision of Pest Control Services (Erbil) 
ExxonMobil – Provision of Catering, Housekeeping and Maintenance 
Services (Erbil) ExxonMobil – Provision of Vehicle Maintenance Servi-
ces (Erbil)
DNO – Cleaning, Janitorial and Maintenance Services (Erbil)
Erbil French School – Provision of Housekeeping Services (Erbil

On-going:

British American Tobacco – Provision of Housekeeping Services (Erbil)
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Some of Our Clients
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Company Information

Legal Business Name:  PA Consulting LLC
Commercial Name: PetroAlliance

Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) Registration Number: 100236
KRG Registration Number: 16461

Corporate Headquarters Address:
PA Consulting LLC 
Akad street, Ankawa,   
Erbil 44001  
Kurdistan Region – Iraq

For General Enquiries:

Sevar Dleir
General Manager
sd@petroalliance.co
+964 (0)750 106 0555
+44 (0)7400 751099
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